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Performance & Analytics

Awards & Credentials
The Daintree Hybrid Opportunities Fund (Managed Fund) (ASX: DHOF) is
rated as a Superior offering by SQM. Daintree Capital is also a signatory
to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment.

Month (%)

Quarter (%)

1 Year (%)

Inception (% pa)

Fund (gross)

0.76

0.68

4.90

11.30

Fund (net)

0.70

0.50

4.15

10.55

Distribution (net)

0.00

0.00

1.89

1.59

Growth (net)

0.70

0.50

2.26

8.96

RBA Cash Rate

0.01

0.03

0.10

0.16

Excess Return

0.69

0.47

4.05

10.39

Note: Performance inception is 1 March 2020. Excess return is measured with reference to net performance.
Returns for periods longer than one year are annualised. Distribution return is the difference between total return and exdistribution unit price return. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Fund Description
DHOF targets an absolute return over time by investing in a diversified
portfolio of hybrid securities which offer the best risk adjusted returns
available from a global universe of securities.

Performance Contribution (Pre-Fees)

DHOF is listed on the ASX under the AQUA Rules.

Month

13%
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Inception (% pa)

10%

Fund Objective

8%

The aim of DHOF is to provide a steady stream of income over the
medium term, by investing in a diversified portfolio of Australian and
global hybrid securities and cash, and to provide a total return (after
fees) that exceeds the Benchmark by 3.5%-4.5% measured throughout
a market cycle.
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Monthly Highlights
➢

Credit spreads narrowed on the month, aiding performance

➢

Overlay positioning was a small positive for performance, but this
was offset by our core duration positioning which detracted
modestly

Overlay &
Hedges

Other

Total

Note: Overlay strategies use derivatives to ensure that the Fund exposure to interest rates, credit and other relevant factors
is controlled separately to the physical assets in the portfolio

Rating Exposure (%)

Country Exposure (%)

50

Modified Duration (Yrs)

0.83

Spread Duration (Yrs)

2.65

40

Running Yield (%)

4.08

30

Average Credit Quality

BBB

20

Portfolio ESG score (MSCI)

A

Note: Portfolio yield is the expected return over the next year, assuming no changes to
either portfolio composition or market yields. Average credit quality excludes overlay
positions. Portfolio yield and spread duration reflect the net credit default swap
exposures in the portfolio. The Portfolio ESG score is the weighted average portfolio ESG
rating based on Daintree Capital’s application of MSCI data. Data as of 31 October 2021.
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Monthly Performance

Distribution Partners

Dec-21

Oct-21

Nov-21

Sep-21

Jul-21

Aug-21

Jun-21

Australian Dollar

Apr-21

Quarterly

Currency

May-21

Distribution frequency

-2%

Mar-21

Minimum initial
investment

+0.10% / -0.10% for unlisted units; exchangequoted spread for listed units
None for unlisted units; broker fees
applicable to listed units
$25,000 for unlisted units; no minimum for
listed units

Jan-21

0.65% pa + 0.10% pa expense recovery

Feb-21

Management costs

0%

Dec-20

AU60WPC20540

Oct-20

WPC2054AU

ISIN

Nov-20

APIR code

2%

Sep-20

1 March 2020

Jul-20

Brad Dunn, Mark Mitchell & Justin Tyler

Inception date

Aug-20

Perennial Investment Management Ltd

Portfolio managers

Monthly performance (net)

Jun-20

Responsible Entity

4%

Apr-20

Daintree Hybrid Opportunities Fund
(Managed Fund) (ASX: DHOF)

May-20

Trust name

Mar-20

Fund facts

Entry and exit fees

Duration

60

Key Statistics

Buy/sell spread

Credit Spreads

Cash Income
The Fund distributed 6.00 cents per unit in December. The next distribution is expected in March.

Platforms
The Daintree Hybrid Opportunities Fund (Managed Fund) is available on the following platforms:
➢

BT Panorama

➢

HUB24

➢

Netwealth
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Fund Review
The Hybrid Opportunities Fund returned 0.70% for the month bringing
the rolling twelve-month performance to 4.15% net of fees. The fund’s
performance was driven by primarily by spread contraction and
coupon income with a modest contribution from overlay strategies.
US bank capital securities were the most significant contributors to
performance while Canadian bank securities were modest detractors.
No surprise that new issuance slowed down during the month. The
fund did not participate in any new issues during the month. Given the
illiquidity going into year-end, we have left cash levels modestly
elevated.

Outlook
Covid continued to cast a long shadow over most activity in 2021, as it
did in 2020, with long-lived lockdowns in many parts of Australia and
New Zealand. Moving into 2022, however, there has been a change in
sentiment. The reality of living with the virus has been accepted by
most in antipodean politics and the shadow of Covid is therefore
receding.
For markets, however, the virus continues to cast a shadow because
the dislocated global supply chain continues to put upward pressure
on prices. China’s zero-tolerance approach to the virus will ensure this
remains the case in 2022. Investors will therefore remain highly
uncertain as to the severity of US inflation, likely policy responses, the
extent of the subsequent slowdown and the severity of global
spillovers.
Just how much will monetary policy in the US and elsewhere be
tightened? We live in a world where leverage is elevated and demand
for new credit is therefore low. Credit impulse data remain weak
across several jurisdictions. Conceptually, this means the contribution
of new credit growth to GDP is weak. If the main channel by which
tighter monetary policy works is to restrain demand for credit, it
follows that all else being equal, a weakening credit impulse reduces
the need for tighter monetary policy. Bond markets realise this,
refusing to price a prolonged tightening cycle against this backdrop. A
faster than expected pace of near-term rate hikes in developed
market economies (most notably the US) may be required to fight
inflationary impulses, but even the hikes currently priced are
expected to result in a long tail of slower growth.

higher wages. We believe the opening of the international border will
in fact cause a supply shock that drives this underutilisation higher. Of
course, such a shock will dissipate over time. Nonetheless, we believe
it will elongate an already long path to sustained higher wages in
Australia. We therefore maintain our view that the RBA hiking cycle
will start later than markets expect. It should also be remembered
that low fixed home loan rates will start reverting to standard variable
rate pricing or higher fixed rates in 2023, while the delivery of stage 3
tax cuts that might be expected to act as an offset to this will mostly
benefit higher income households with a higher propensity to save.
We therefore retain our view that rate hikes in Australia are more
likely in 2023 or 2024 than in 2022.
Even as the RBA tightening cycle lags those of other global central
banks, 2022 will still be a year where monetary accommodation is
wound back globally. Investors will increasingly focus less on the nearterm trajectory for rate hikes in the US and more on the terminal cash
rate for the cycle. Asset market volatility typically increases at this
point in the cycle, a change that may be exacerbated by the
withdrawal of unconventional stimulus in various jurisdictions
(including Australia). Near-term tightening in the US is fully priced and
in Australia, we would argue 2022 tightening is excessively priced. It
follows that we see yields in the short end of the Australian curve as
excessive, but at the same time we do not see a catalyst for a re-price
lower. In fact, we would concede that if our core RBA view is incorrect,
the risks are indeed skewed towards earlier hikes as opposed to later
hikes. As markets continue to grapple with what a future that is not
dominated by Covid means for the global growth/inflation trade-off,
we may also see a re-rating of growth expectations in Australia and
elsewhere. Against this backdrop we see duration risks as evenly
balanced for the first time in quite a while.
So, as 2021 draws to a close, we thank all our investors for their trust
over the last year. We wish everyone a safe and prosperous 2022 as
we look forward to a better year health-wise. Markets will remain
challenging though, with elevated volatility a likely feature. Against
this backdrop, at Daintree we continue to emphasise the importance
of a defensive investment capability that focuses on capital
preservation.

Australia will not be immune from tighter global financial conditions.
For example, AUD weakness amid broad USD strength may contribute
to higher imported inflation which brings forward RBA hikes. High
household savings rates in Australia have also driven expectations
among some market participants that household spending will drive
above-trend local growth in 2022. We do not subscribe to these views.
The consumer caution that has been a feature of the post-GFC
landscape will not suddenly disappear, regardless of household
balance sheet strength. Views that Australian inflation may surprise
to the upside in 2022 are therefore likely misplaced. The crucial
element that drives our core view is low wages growth. For several
years, labour force underutilisation has been too elevated to sustain
Issued by: The Investment Manager, Daintree Capital Management Pty Ltd, ABN 45 610 989 912, AFSL: 487489. Responsible Entity: Perennial Investment Management Limited ABN 13 108 747 637, AFSL: 275101. This promotional statement
is provided for information purposes only. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this promotional statement as the basis for making an investment, financial or other decision. This promotional statement does not take into
account your investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation. While every effort has been made to ensure the information in this promotional statement is accurate; its accuracy, reliability or completeness is not guaranteed.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Gross performance does not include any applicable management fees or expenses. Net performance is based on redemption price for the period and assumes that all
distributions are reinvested. Fees indicated reflect the maximum applicable. Contractual arrangements, including any applicable management fee, may be negotiated with certain large investors. Investments in the Trust must be
accompanied by an application form. The current relevant product disclosure document, additional information booklet, application form and target market determination can be found on Daintree’s website www.daintreecapital.com.au.
The rating contained in this document is issued by SQM Research Pty Ltd ABN 93 122 592 036 AFSL 421913. SQM Research is an investment research firm that undertakes research on investment products exclusively for its wholesale
clients, utilising a proprietary review and star rating system. The SQM Research star rating system is of a general nature and does not take into account the particular circumstances or needs of any specific person. The rating may be
subject to change at any time. Only licensed financial advisers may use the SQM Research star rating system in determining whether an investment is appropriate to a person’s particular circumstances or needs. You should read the
product disclosure statement and consult a licensed financial adviser before making an investment decision in relation to this investment product. SQM Research receives a fee from the Fund Manager for the research and rating of the
managed investment scheme.

